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•ISCP CONFERENCE IN IRELAND 

•CHRISTMAS SELFIE CAMPAIGN 



European Healthcare Students 
Associations Summit 

- EHSAS - 



- EHSAS - 
The heads of the European healthcare students’ associations which 
are : 
 
 ECPTS :EUROPEAN CONFEDERATION FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY STUDENTS 
 EDSA: EUROPEAN DENTAL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION 
 EMSA: EUROPEAN MEDICAL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION 
 ENSA :EUROPEAN NURSING STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
 EPSA: EUROPEAN PHARMACEUTICAL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION 
 
Held their first Summit on Monday the 15th of 
December in the European Students’ Union (ESU) 
office in Brussels, Belgium.  



- EHSAS - 
Members of the executive board of ECPTS attended the first  interprofessional 
summit to consider and discuss the important issues of interprofessional 
collaboration and multidisciplinary approach. The vice treasurer (Yiannis Zervas) 
represented successfully ECPTS at the summit at Brussels with the help via skype of 
the president (Daniel Roberts). The presence of ECPTS at Brussels is a great step for 
the organisation itself and for physiotherapy in general .That is because 
physiotherapy still struggles to gain the acknowledgement it deserves within the 
healthcare system . We learnt a lot from the other organisations and we discussed 
thoroughly the outcomes of the surveys and new ideas . 



EHSAS 

THE SURVEYS 
       Two surveys  were promoted from all five organisations until the end of 

December. One for students and one for representatives of each association . The 
participation of physiotherapy students was especially high despite the short 
notice and we would like to thank them for that. The final outcomes will be 
discussed further in the near future.  

       Some interesting tweets from the summit: 

• 78% of students would enjoy more interprofessional opportunities 

• 85% of students think healthcare professions should include an interprofessional 
component 

• Courses with practical work in other healthcare fields are wished by almost 70% 
of the students. 

• 95.5% students agree to the statement that they will "be working as a part of an 
interprofessional healthcare team in the future 



EHSAS 



ISCP CONFERENCE 

   Two of our Romanian representatives recently 
attended the ISCP conference in Ireland . This 
is what they said. 

 

 

  CLICK HERE ISCP 
 

 

 

 

https://scontent-a-ams.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotos-xaf1/v/t1.0-9/s720x720/10600498_780507361986127_1206700362482158793_n.jpg?oh=de6bbd264e311ab6875d090a0c1e6b68&oe=552FDFB8


CHRISTMAS SELFIE CAMPAIGN 

      The executive board wanted to welcome Christmas and the 
new year with a funny and exciting way. After taking into 
consideration the Christmas  selfie idea from general 
secretary ( Ashleigh Nicholson ) we put it into practice and the 
results were astonishing.  You can find more  at  #ECPTS 

    

     Take a glimpse!!!!!! 





The executive board wishes you a 
happy new year !!! 



How you can find us 

    ECPTS WEBPAGE:      http://ecpts.weebly.com/ 
 
    Facebook: 

European Confederation for Physical Therapy Students    
     
     TWITTER: ECPTS 

    contact info: uysalozgun@gmail.com 

 
 

written by Dimos Petrou 
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